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1. INTRODUCTIQN 
Asymptotic properties of nonlinear systems have received considerable attention over the years. 
Many results have been adapted to difference equations, ordinary differential equations, partial 
differential equations, and delay differential equations. Various interesting results on the stability, 
existence of invariant sets and attracting sets, and estimates on the basin of attraction have 
been reported (see, for instance, [l-15]). H owever, the invariant and attracting sets of Volterra 
difference equations have not been considered prior to this work, although significant advances in 
the stability theory have been made for the equations [16-181. Hence, in this paper, it is intended 
to develop techniques and methods for determining the invariant set and attracting set. 
2. NOTATION AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
Throughout this paper, the inequality “5” between matrices or vectors such as A 5 B means 
that each pair of corresponding elements of A and B satisfies this inequality. R; means a set 
R”, = {z ] x E R”, z 2 0). Let R c R” be an open set and f12+ = {x ] z E 0 n RT}. 2 and Z+ 
denote the integer set and the nonnegative integer set, respectively. .Wbl G {a, a + 1, . , b}, 
where a < b and a, b are integers. 
Define [.I+ as the vector (or matrix) obtained by replacing the entries of [.I by its modulus (or 
absolute values for real entries). 
C (Co) denotes the set of all functions 4 : ~I-‘~01 -+ Rn (a), r is a nonnegative integer. 
For any 4 = [&, . . . ,&IT E C, we define 
M,+ = MllT>. . . > I14nllrlT7 Il$4lr = w014&~17 i= l,...,?L 
-- 
It is obvious that [4]$ = [d(O)]+ when r = 0. 
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We consider the following Volterra difference equation with delays: 
x(m + 1) = 2 Gn-s(m, s,x,), m,s E 2, m L m0, 
.9=?7%0 
(2) 
where x E R”, G, : Z+ x Z+ x C + Rn. For m E Z+, let x,,, = [ximr...,x,,,JT denote a 
translation of the restriction of x(m) to the set ~l-~~~l; more specifically, x, is an element of C 
defined by x,(s) = x(m + s), --T 5 s 5 0. .For ms E Z+ and any $ E C, a solution of (2) is a 
function x : 2 + R” satisfying (2) for m L ms and the following initial condition: 
x(m) = d(m), form E [me -r,ms]. (3) 
We always assume that (2) with (3) has a solution denoted by x(m, mc, 4) or simply x(m) if no 
confusion should arise. 
DEFINITION 1. 
(a) A set D c C is calied a positive invariant set of (2) if for any 4 E D, 
x(m, m, 4) c D, Vm 2 me. (4) 
(b) A set D1 C C is called an attracting set of (2) if D1 possesses an open neighborhood D2 
such that for any 4 E D2 dist(x(m, ms, $), 01) + 0 as m --t 00, that is, for every y > 0 
and me E Z+, there exists a T = T(ms) E Z+ \ (0) such that if 4 E Dz, then 
dist(x(m, ms, 4),, 01) 5 y, *for all m 2 mo + T, (5) 
where dist(x, 01) = infyED, d(x, y), and d(x, y) .is the distance of x to y. The open set Dz 
is called a basin of attraction of DI. 
(c) The set D1 is called a uniformly aftracting set of (2) if the T in (b) is independent of ms. 
firthermore, D1 is called a global uniform attracting set of (2) if Dz = C. 
Especially, D1 = (0) is called (uniformly) asymptotically stable if it satisfies (b) (with T 
independent of me) and D2 in (b) satisfies (a). In this case, D2 is called the domain of (uniform) 
attraction (see [13]). 
The symbol p(A) denotes the spectral radius of a square matrix A. 
DEFINITION 2. Let R c R*, P(x) : R + Rn. If for any x’, x” E R, 5’ < x” implies P(x’) 5 
P(x”), then the vector function P(x) is called monotonicalJy nondecreasing in R. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Assume that there is an axisymmetric and convex region R c R” such that 
[&Cm, s, x,)1+ I P, ([x&f) , VXEfl, (6) 
where P,(s) : R+ + R”+ is continuous and monotonically nondecreasing in a+. Suppose further 
that there is a region a* c n such that 
A (k4+) A 28 ([xl+) - [xl+ I 0, vx E i-2’. (7) 
s=o 
Then, for any x* E a*, the set D = (4 E Co ] [&! 2 [x*1+} is a positive invariant set of (2). 
PROOF. For any x* E Q*, we will prove that for any 4 E Co, when [&!- 5 [x*1+, 
[x(m)l+ I [x*1+, Vm 2 ms. (8) 
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If (8) does not hold, there must be an m* 2 mo and some i such that 
1% cm* + 1)l > Igl, [+)I+ I [x*1+ 7 Vmlm*. (9) 
Thus, by the axisymmetry and convexity of R, [z,],+ E fl+ (Vm 5 m*). Using condition (6), 
and noting the monotonicity of P, in s1+ and A([z*]+) < 0, we obtain 
b cm* + I)]+ L 2 Pm-, ([z’]‘) I 2 Pj ([x*1+) = A ([x*1’) + [z*]+ 5 [z*]+ , (10) 
S=77lO j=o 
which contradicts the first inequality in (9). So (8) is true. 
THEOREM 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, we let N = {1,2,. . . , n}, Ai be the ith com- 
ponent of A, a* = {z E Q2+ I A(z) < 0}, and 
sz1= u {ZER+Ia:Lx*}, R2 = u {x E R+ 1 A,(z) < 0). (11) 
X-En’ iEN 
Then the set D1 = (4 E Co I [4],’ E UZEna-nl{~ E f12+ I z 5 z}} is an attracting set of (2) 
and the set Dz = (4 E Ca I [qS],+ E 01) is a basin of attraction of D1, where RI - Rz is the 
complement of 0, in &. 
PROOF. From Theorem 1, for any 4 E Dz, there is always z* E 51* such that 
[z(m)]+ I z*, Vm 2 mo. 02) 
We now prove that 
lilim[z(m)]+ E RI - R2. 
If it is not true, from (12), there is a constant vector g E R2 n RI such that 
(13) 
Alm[x(m)]+ = 0. (14) 
By the definition of superior limit and (14), there exist a sufficiently small constant E and M > mo 
such that for any m 2 M, 
[u,,,]r+ 5 EE + o E R2. (15) 
On the other hand, from the convergence of the series of C PS(z*), for the above E, there is a 
TI > M such that 
2 P&*) < EE. (16) 
j=TI+l 
Combining (16) with (6) and (12), we have 
[z(m + I>]+ I
5 EE + 2 Pm,-s ([%],+> . 
s=m-TI 
(17) 
By the definition of superior limit again, there are mk 1 T1 + T, k = 1,2,. , such that 
(18) 
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(19) 
and 
Letting mk --r, +oo, & + 0, we have 
u 5 2 P,(a) = A(a) + u. 
s=o 
(20) 
This implies that A(a) > 0, which contradicts that o E R 2. Therefore, we obtain 0 E Ri - s/z, 
and the proof is completed. 
When P,(O) = 0 (s = O,l,. . .), (0) is an equilibrium of system (2). From Theorems 1 and 2, 
we can easily get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. In addition to the conditions of Theorem I, if P,(O) = 0 (s = 0, 1, . . ) and 
s1i C 02, then equation (2) has zero solution and the zero solution is asymptoticafiy stable and 
02 = (4’~ G-i I [d],+ E 52 ) i is a basin of attraction of the origin of coordinates. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that there are nonnegative matrix P, (s = 0, 1, . ) and vector Qi E R”, 
(s = 0, 1, . ) such that 
Ps(m,xm)l+ I P.&,l~ + Qs, Vx E Rn, s=o,1,2 ).... (21) 
Let E = Cz”=, f’, and Q = ,Ez”=, Qs b e convergent. If p(E) < 1, then S = (4 E C ] [$I,’ 5 
(I - E)-lQ} is a global uniform attracting set of (2). 
PROOF. From Theorem 9.16 in [6] and the fact that p(Z) < 1, there is a vector Wo 2 0 such 
that (I - E)Wc > 0. For a given 4 E C, there is a sufficiently large number ,8 such that 
[4$ < 1x*1+ fi PWO and (I - Z) [x*1+ > Q, i.e., A ([x*1+) < 0. (22) 
From Theorems 1 and 2, the set D = (4 E C 1 [&! 5 [x*1+} is a positive invariant set of (2). 
Imitating the proof of (17), there exist a sufficiently small constant E and T2 > max{r,Ti} 
such that for any m 2 mc + T2, 
[s(m+l)]+LEE+Q+ 2 Pm..-,[x&. (23) 
s=m-Tz 
From the boundedness of x(m), we can let 
qk = [qlk, . . . , %kjT, 
where mk = mo + kT2 and xi is the i th component of 2. Noting qk 2 qk+l for all k = 0, 1, . . , 
we also see that 
Thus, 
qk 5 %jk-2 + EE + Q. 
r]2k < 372(k-1) + EE + Q 
2 s[%/2(&2) + EE + Q] + EE + Q 
< EkqO + (I - E)-l(E& + Q). 
Since p(Z) < 1, for any y > 0, we may choose E < 7/2ll(I-E)-‘jl and k such that ]]Zk]] < 7/21qol, 
where I] . I] is th e matrix norm corresponding to a vector norm ] . ] with IAz( < IIAIIIzl. Thus, 
Iq2k - (I - Z)-‘Ql 2 IIE~II Ir]ol + ~I(I- E)-‘(I E < y, Vm 2 me + T, T = 2kT2. 
The proof of this theorem is complete. 
In Theorems 1-3, the component xi of x can be regarded as a subvector of x, and the modulus 1. ]
in [.I+ may be regarded as the norm of the subvector xi. For example, x has only one subvector 
which is itself; we can get the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Assume that there is an &symmetric and convex region R c R” such that 
lGs(m,~J I4bmIlr), VsEcl, s=0,1,..., (24) 
where a, (.) : R+ + R+ is continuous and monotonically nondecreasing in Rf . If there axe 
constants yi, “12 E R+ with yi < 72 such that 
a(r)=f)dr)-~0, V-Y E (-Yl,^fi)r (25) 
s=o 
then the set 12 = (4 E C ) ll4ll,. 2 71) is an attracting set of (2) and the set D = (4 E C 1 
]]4]]1- < ~z} is a basin of attraction of 0. Furthermore, if in condition (25), 
c&(Y) = %Y and 
where cr, is constant, then equation (2) has zero solution and the zero solution is globally uni- 
formly asymptotically stable. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We illustrate the applications of the obtained results by giving the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the linear Volterra difference equation with delay 
z(m + 1) = 2 A,-,(m)z(m -‘~sb)), W-9 
s=o 
where z(.) E R”, A,(.) (s = O,l,. . .) are n x n matrices, and TV : Z+ --t Zl”)‘l and T is a 
nonnegative integer. 
Assume that there are nonnegative constants AZ (s = 0, 1, . . . ) such that 
A* = ;Q+ IINm)ll, s=O,l,..., 
where IlAll is any norm of the matrix A corresponding to a vector norm I . 1, satisfying 
It is obvious that z(m) G 0 is a solution of (26). Then, by Theorem 4, the zero solution z(m) z 0 
is globally uniformly asymptotically stable if 
2 A; < 1. 
s=o 
REMARK. Condition (27) is an extension of Theorem 3.1 in [IS] and the example in [14] 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the nonlinear Volterra difference equation 
z1(m+l) =c 
zp+l(2m + 1 - r) 
s=. 4(2(m- s) + l)! ’ 
Q(rn + 1) = 2 
sqy2m - T-) 
s=o Mm - s)Y ’ 
(27) 
(28) 
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Figure 1. 
where r is a nonnegative integer and n! is the n factorial. Comparing (28) with (2), (6), and (7), 
we easily obtain that 
where sh(.) and ch(.) are the hyperbolic sine and cosine functions, respectively. Figure 1 shows 
the various regions parted by the curses Ai = 21 - (l/l)shsp = 0 and As(s) = zz-chzi = 0 for 
x E R”+. 
From Theorem 2, we obtain an attracting set of (2), 
Dl = (4 E c I II$lIIP 5 0.44, IMzllr I 1.09}, 
and its basin of attraction 
D2 = (4 E C 1 lkhljr 5 1.59, ~~92~~,. < 2.551). 
5. CONCLUSION 
New sufficient conditions for determining the invariant and attracting sets and basin of at- 
traction of the nonlinear Volterra difference equations have been given. If the attracting set is 
an equilibrium, the basin of attraction becomes the domain of attraction of asymptotic stability 
of the system. Two numerical examples are given to show the applicability of the proposed ap- 
proach. F’uture work will consider extending the sufficient conditions to the nonlinear Volterra 
integrodifferential equations. 
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